
“My Life With IET”
Interview Series

Welcome! We are so glad you want to participate in this series and share part of your IET journey with 
the world. Below are some questions that we ask you to prepare ahead of time for our interview 
together.

Also included in this short document is a suggested setup that we ask you to use for our interview if 
you have the components on hand to do so.

And, of course, if you have any questions, just reach out to us at: wendi@wendirose.com

Someone from our team will reach out to you shortly, if we haven't already, to schedule an interview 
time.

Thank you for helping to make IET a household name.

Expect and receive magical miracles,

Wendi Rose 
Founder at Heart Centered Healing Systems, LLC | IET Trainer
“Making self-love a way of life”

Questions & Setup Suggestions on next page...

mailto:wendi@wendirose.com


Interview Questions

1. How did you find (discover) IET?

2. How has IET changed your life?

3. Is there an experience that really stands out with working with the angels?

4. Were you already into angels, or was IET a whole new world for you?

5. How has IET helped others in your life?

6. How has IET impacted your community?

7. Is there a particular angel that you have an strong connection with?

8. What are 1 or 2 of the biggest benefits of IET in your life?

9. What kind of problems / situations do you use IET to help with?

10. What would you say to someone that is hearing about IET for the first time?

11. What is your biggest miracle / transformation?

12. If you were to leave a voicemail message to the world, what would you say?

Interview Setup Suggestions

We want to make sure we put out the best impression for the world-wide community that will be 

learning about IET for the first time, and quality matters. The goal is to create attractive videos that are 

compelling to watch and easy to listen to. Here are some helpful details to think about when getting 

ready for your interview.

• Dress well and groom your appearance. Put on your Sunday best!

• Make sure your background is clean and is something you would be proud of showing to a 

world-wide audience.

• Lighting is important. Having strong overhead light or window behind you can cause the 

camera image to be poor quality. Do your best to have lighting on your face in a way where 

the camera can focus on you clearly.

• Audio is incredibly important. Use your best microphone. If you have an external mic (one 

that you plug into your computer), use that one. If you are using a laptop with a built in 

microphone, make sure that it works well.

Thank you again for sharing your story with us. We look forward to our interview together!


